ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Laser ionization mass spectrometry has gained considerable importance since the end of the seventies and the beginning of the eighties when commercially available instruments (e.g. LAMMA 500, Leybold-Heraeus, Cologne, F.R.G.) became widely available. Their popularity is supported by the high throughput performance, high absolute sensitivity (1O-'x to 10e20 g) and local analysis capability (down to 1-2 pm lateral resolution).
It quickly became apparent, however, that no simple interpretation of the spectra was possible. The energy spread of ions in laser-produced plasmas at power densities of the order of 10" W cm-* typically exceeds several hundred eV [l] , whereas local thermal equilibrium calculations predicted 0.4-1.1 eV [2] . The difficulties related to spectrum interpretation can be divided into two groups. Physical processes during the interaction of laser light with the solid target and the microplasma on the one hand and transmission properties of the analysis and detection system on the other are the main factors influencing the type and quantity of the ions detected.
Several attempts have been made to try to understand the basic processes as well as the instrumental effects in laser ionization ion sources and mass spectrometers.
Progress in this field would be beneficial in order to achieve firmer ground for qualitative and quantitative evaluation of mass spectra. The basic processes occurring in laser-induced plasmas have been discussed from the point of view of the similar conditions obtaining in the thermonuclear fusion [3] and heavy-ion sources [4] . Mauney and Adams [5] developed a method of measuring the initial kinetic energy distribution of ions in laser-induced plasmas. Their experiment was based on the energy cut-off property of the ion reflector in the laser microprobe mass analyser (LAMMA) instrument. Michiels et al. [6] employed the method to measure ion energy distributions in microplasmas on TiO, targets. Another approach to the problem of LAMMA spectra is to focus on the transmission properties of the instrument itself and Michiels et al. [7] discovered ion discrimination effects in the LAMMA instrument which were mainly due to aberrations of the "einzel" lens in the ion optical system. The calculation made by the above-mentioned authors consisted of two parts: determination of potential distribution in the TOF mass spectrometer and finding the shape of ion trajectories in it. The schematic layout of a TOF instrument with ion reflector and "einzel" lens is shown in Fig. 1 . The ion reflector is provided to effect second-order energy focusing because of the extremely large initial energy of the ions; the "einzel" lens is to improve the acceptance angle in order to achieve better sensitivity.
The calculation of trajectory shapes is satisfactory if one is interested the transmission characteristics of the instrument, i.e. if the question in is whether or not a given ion with fixed initial energy and departing angle will travel through the spectrometer and hit the detector. It is equally important, however, to know the flight time related to that particular trajectory. This will, of course, vary from trajectory to trajectory and hence produce a flight time distribution for each type of ion. Consequently, the spectrum consists of peaks of different shape instead of sharp lines.
Our goal is to investigate the role of different factors influencing peak shapes with special emphasis on instrumental effects. To achieve this, we calculate the potential distribution in different parts of the instrument. The next step is to trace trajectory shapes and determine corresponding flight times. At the same time, this procedure gives us the opportunity to explore the optimal electrode geometry for a laser ionization mass spectrometer or even to propose a new version with divided ion reflector promising more compactness and the same performance.
METHODS OF CALCULATION
Ion trajectories are easy to follow in field-free regions or in homogeneous electrostatic fields using well-known classical mechanical formulae. We have to apply them to ion drift in the flight-tube of the time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer and to the ion reflector where, in a homogeneous field, second-order energy focusing takes place IS].
More computational work is needed in the case of inhomogeneous regions where, in general, the potential field cannot be given in closed analytical form but as a numerical solution of the Laplace equation. It forms a Dirichlet problem together with the boundary condition. lon trajectories are then solutions of equations of motion containing field-gradients which were determined previously. This kind of calculation has been carried out for the "einzel''-type ion lens.
Our task is then to determine the electrostatic potential distribution within the ion lens and then to integrate the equations of motionnumeritally. In the remaining part of the TOF mass spectrometer, analytical formulae may be utilized.
For determining potential maps of electrostatic lenses, numerous wellstudied methods are at hand [9.10] : here. we mention the most widespread. The most exact and general method of calculating a potential distribution with arbitrary boundary condition is the charge-density method [ll] . which does not contain any additional assumption concerning the boundary condition. However, it is often useful to make reasonable assumptions to simplify numerical solution (e.g. to consider the boundary continuous, which is not the case with the "einzel" lens, i.e. separated rings).
The most widespread technique is the numerical solution of Laplace's [10, 12] . Such calculations on the "einzel" lens have recently been reported by Michiels et al. [7] . They assumed the potential change between the lens' cylinders to be linear. A complete electrostatic potential and ray tracing program is available in CERN's Scientific Subroutine Package [14] . The appealing feature of finite difference methods is their generality, but their accuracy is limited; a further disadvantage is the steep increase in computational time with the number of mesh points (more detailed discussion of this point will be presented later).
-Sometimes, there is special symmetry in the problem that makes the solution more efficient and easy. In the case of cylindrical symmetry, integral transform methods (first of all the Fourier transforms) provide a convenient method of solution [15] .
We have used the Fourier transformation method to obtain the potential map of the "einzel" lens and have compared some of its features with those of the finite difference solution of Laplace's equation. The position of the ion lens in the cylindrical coordinate systems can be seen in Fig. 2 The Fourier transformation method has some advantages over the finite difference method, mainly concerning accuracy and computational time. Equation (5) is an analytical solution of the Dirichlet problem in the radial variable (not approximate) and it can also be made arbitrarily accurate axially by increasing the number of axial mesh points. The total number of mesh points in the finite difference method is limited; for example, it should not exceed 2900 in the CERN program [14] , whereas the Fourier transformation method has less strong limitations in this respect. We used an 80 x 512 mesh, i.e. 40960 mesh points.
Let us consider a mesh that covers the lens containing M X N points. In the case of the finite difference method (with successive over-relaxation), the computational time varies approximately as 6( A4 x N )' [lb]; for the Fourier transformation method, this dependence is 2NM log, M, if A4 is an integer power of 2 [17] . From these features, the Fourier transformation method seems to be more convenient, quicker, and more accurate in cylindrically symmetric problems than are finite difference techniques.
Most calculations and discussions dealing with particle trajectories in electrostatic lenses are based on the numerical integration of the so-called ray equation d2p 1 + (dp/dz)2 dp @D(p, -_)
where space-charge effects are neglected [18] . This equation can be simplified if one utilizes the paraxial condition, i.e. d@/dp = 0, thus, the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (6) vanishes and we get the well-known paraxial equation, which is often accurate enough for planning and optimizing electrostatic lenses [9, 13] .
Sometimes we need not only the shapes of trajectories but also their time evolution. This is the case, for example, if we wish to predict peak shapes from accurately calculated flight times. For this purpose, we apply the classical equations of motion in Newtonian form d%(t) e d@'(P, 4
with the initial conditions
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To avoid superfluous calculations such as estimation of first time derivatives and relatively inaccurate extrapolations (these are consequences of the implicit character of Newtonian equations), we applied the Cowell-Numerov method which is particularly suitable for integrating differential equations of the form 1191
For Eq. (9), the scheme _ h2 Y ?l+1 = 2Yn -Yn-l+ ,,un+, + lO_L +fn-d yields the solution with local truncation error h6Yv'( n)/240, where h is the integration stepsize and yvl( n) the value of the sixth derivative at the n th point (in time).
Care must be taken with the implicit nature of Eq. (10): it contains the (n + l)th function value, f,, 1, which means that, in Eq. (ll), there are two unknown quantities. We have thus had to use some reasonable extrapolation to fn+1 which, of course, may significantly increase the above-mentioned truncation error. It is easy, however, to prove that, even with linear extrapolation, h can always be chosen in such a way that if potential gradients are everywhere bounded, the error of the potential map (between the mesh points) will dominate the overall error of the trajectory tracing procedure.
This integration technique has been used to determine ion trajectory shapes and flight times in the ion lens and its results determined the initial conditions for ion motion in the remaining part of the TOF apparatus.
The TOF instrument with ion reflector is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Flight times, as mentioned earlier, can be calculated by classical mechanical formulae. The initial conditions are given by the initial kinetic energy exit position and angle at the end of the ion lens. The total flight time may be written as t = t, + t, + t, + t, + t, where t, is the flight time in the ion lens. The remaining terms are
where the symbols are the same as for Fig. 1; y0 gives the initial distance from the axis of the flight tube, (Y,, is the initial angle of the drift, and (Y' = 90" -s + CYc).
We have dealt with single and double stage ion reflectors. The latter offers a more compact experimental set-up, with the same efficiency in energy focusing, than a homogeneous reflector [20] . For actual peak shape calculations, we chose a reference trajectory characterized by zero initial kinetic energy and coincidence with the axis of the flight tube. We calculated the time deviation between particles on ion trajectories with systematically varied initial conditions and particles on the reference trajectory.
As an ensemble of systematically varied initial conditions, one can accept an initial angular and kinetic energy distribution of laser-induced ions for modelling the situation immediately after ionization. This initial distribution is modified by the ion lens. The new angular and kinetic energy distribution (after passing the ion lens) can be determined by Cowell-Numerov integration of Eqs. (7a) and (7b). Only those trajectories have to be followed for which their respective deflection from the reference trajectory does not exceed the angle acceptance of the remaining part of the instrument, i.e. those that can be seen from the active surface of the detector. Flight times are then calculated using Eqs. (12a)-(12d) , giving the total time associated with a single trajectory.
Calculations were performed on an IBM PC microcomputer. The numerical methods described above do not require a mini or mainframe, unlike finite difference methods; they can readily be implemented by personal computers. A typical run time for potential map determination on a 40960 point mesh takes about 4 min. A 500-step integration of equations of motion lasts for about 6 s trajectory-'.
(The source code is available upon request.) RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION
The accelerating region and the ion lens were first investigated separately. Similar lenses are well described in the literature from the point of view of imaging and focusing behaviour [13] , but no flight time characteristics are available. Properties especially interesting are flight times belonging to different trajectories, residual angle divergence after the lens, and transmission as a function of lens potential as well as position of ion formation.
The limiting aperture cuts out rays with large initial energy and departing angle in accordance with the inequality
where x = Ekin/Ul and a = r,/2s,. Trajectories satisfying this condition were traced further.
The relative time deviation as a function of initial kinetic energy (in units of accelerating voltage) for different departing angles is shown in Fig. 3 . Particles travelling along the axis showed a pronounced decrease in flight time with increasing energy. Tilting the vector of initial velocity compensates this effect because of the increased path and consequently flight time, in accordance with the curved trajectory in inhomogeneous field regions. At 60" departing angle (curve d) considerable energy focusing of the "einzel" lens can be observed. This unexpected feature may have further potential for specific applications, where a combination of angle and energy focusing in one step would be beneficial. The obvious shortcoming of this solution would be the much poorer transmission than otherwise provided by the lens. The curves in Fig. 3 corresponding to angles larger than 20" stop at energies leading to trajectories which hit the wall inside the lens.
The other set of curves in Fig. 3 describes the dependence of residual deflection beyond the lens on initial kinetic energy at different departing angles. It is demonstrated that the lens operates quite well for rays with departing angles below 20".
We also varied the lens potential to see what effect this would have on its transmission.
We took 961 trajectories of uniform energy and isotropic departing angle distributions for ions at the target point. The energy was increased from 0 to 6.6% of the accelerating voltage, while the departing angle was varied from 0 to 90" in 31 steps each. A particle has been claimed to be transmitted if its residual deflection did not exceed 1 or 0.1" depending on the rigour of the definition. Both curves show a definite maximum, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . Optimal lens voltages for 1 and 0.1" residual divergence are U/U, = 0.36 and U/U, = 0.31, respectively.
It is interesting to compare these curves with the measured transmission characteristics of the LAMMA 500 instrument. Investigation of the ion optical properties of the LAMMA 500 with continuous ion source provided ion current data as a function of lens potential [5] . Since no field penetration from the lens to the accelerating region occurs, the current values are proportional to the transmission of the lens itself. The experimental points scaled in arbitrary units are also displayed in Fig. 4 . Its shape is fairly similar to the curve corresponding to 0.1" residual divergence. The positions of their maxima are almost identical. There are, however, marked differences too. The experimental curve starts from almost zero and exhibits steeper increase and faster decay than the calculated curve.
In this way, we arrive at the conclusion that the angle acceptance of the instrument after the lens is close to O.l", and besides the lens there are other factors, e.g. the energy cut-off of the ion reflector, governing the overall transmission of the instrument. Furthermore, there is another possible origin of the differences, viz. the fact that the experimental points are results obtained with a thermal ion source supplying much less energetic ions than the ones we used in our model for laser excitation.
A similar set of calculations was carried out to explore the effect of the axial position of ion formation -on the transmission.
We fixed the lens potential at U/U, = 0.33 and varied the origin of ion trajectories in the range of 0.0 < z,/s, c 0.35. As expected, monotonic decrease of transmission was observed in the case of lo residual angle divergence. Surprisingly enough, this was not the case for 0.1". The maximum transmission belongs to trajectories starting from z,/s, = 0.05 in front of the target point. This astonishing effect is probably due to unbalanced chromatic aberration, i.e. energy dispersion of the electrostatic lens. Mauney and Adams measured the ion current as a function of filament position in their continuous thermal ionization ion source and found monotonic decay (51, which also supports our idea since the ions in this experiment were practically monoenergetic. Calculated and measured curves are given in Fig. 5 . In order to determine the optimal geometry for energy focusing, one has to investigate the flight time formulae Eqs. (11) and (12) . The relative flight time deviation for the whole instrument has been calculated as a function of the initial energy of the ions. We applied a global condition for resolving peaks M and M + 1
whenever 0 < Ekin < E,,, where E,,, is the energy acceptance. of the spectrometer. This is a more strict condition for energy focusing than the usual second-order local criterion based on derivatives of Eqs. (11) and (12) with respect t0 Ekin. Optimal geometry was sought with a computer code for solving multi-dimensional non-linear extremum problems. To speed up computations we replaced t, with its simplified value neglecting the time shift due to the lens potential. This is, of course, an approximation forced by practical reasons and can be justified only by experimental facts. Inequality (14) served as the criterion for finding optimal parameters. In the case of M = 250 and E,,, = 200 eV, the right-hand side = 0.002 whereas the left-hand side < 0.0003 if we choose sg = 5 mm. However, if a double-stage ion reflector was introduced, we could achieve a more compact design with similar performance.
The principle of the double-stage ion reflector is to instantly decelerate the ions in a high field gradient first stage and then turn these slow particles back in a low field gradient second stage in order to perform energy focusing. Because the particle's orbit can be more depressed than in the single-stage reflector, the reflector itself can be much more compact. In fact, optimizing with the same procedure, we obtained slightly better resolving power than with a singlestage instrument using the geometrical parameters s0 potentials are U, = -3000 V, U,,, = -1500 V, Qz = 500 V and V, = -5000 V. As we can see, the depth of the ion reflector here is about 53% of its single-stage counterpart.
This development is important for two reasons: first, it needs half as large a vacuum chamber, resulting in faster pumping down and usually a better vacuum or requiring a less powerful pump, Second, we need half as large a homogeneous electric field, which is easier to produce with the same degree of distortion. The only price we have to pay for these improvements is the construction and mounting of a conducting net into the reflector to provide the well-defined breakpoint in the field throughout its whole cross-section. In order to explore the relation between the properties of the ion cloud at the target point and the peak shapes in the time-of-flight spectrum, we investigated four different cases. The spread in initial kinetic energy and level of departing angle divergence was set independently to "high" and "low" values. The arrangement investigated had a geometry identical with the LAMMA 500, operating at .r/, = -3000 V, U, = -lo00 V, and U,,, + U,,, = 200 V. For a better test of mass resolution, we chose two ions with masses m/z = 249 and m/z = 250. Initial kinetic energy and angle divergence distributions were taken to be uniform, 'which is, of course a very rough approximation but which can still demonstrate the effect of the different factors. A large spread was represented by 0 eV < Ekin -C 200 eV and -90" < (Ye < 90" while the narrower distributions corresponded to 0 eV<E,,<20eVand -9" <(Y,,<~O. Experimental peak shapes are sensitive to the bandwidth of the detecting system. The higher the overall bandwidth, the more structured the peaks may appear. The overall bandwidth is a combination of individual bandwidths of the multiplier, the preamplifier and the transient recorder. Its typical value in the case of LAMMA 500 is somewhere below 100 MHz. The "bandwidth" in time-of-flight calculations is limited by the time step in Cowell-Numerov integration of the equations of motion and by the number of breakpoints in the TOF histogram leading to peak shapes. The time step in the integration procedure was near to 1 ns, while the distance of breakpoints in the histogram was chosen to be 4.4 ns. This led to a 230 MHz bandwidth, providing a somewhat more sensitive mathematical tool for peak shape determination than the experimental set-up itself. The two common features of all four investigated cases are asymmetry in the peak shapes and negative shift of the average flight times from the corresponding reference values (see Figs. 6 and 7) . These effects are due to the energy-focusing property of the ion reflector producing mainly a negative time lag for ions with non-zero kinetic energy. Comparing the two extreme cases in Figs. 6(a) and 7(b), it is also obvious that peak asymmetry is closely related to the large spreads whereas delay from the reference particle is less sensitive to the width of initial distributions.
It is worth mentioning that there is a correlation between the shoulder on the left side of the peaks and the large departing angle divergence of the ions. This could even lead to twin peaks as in the case of m/z = 249 in Fig.  6(a) . With better time resolution for the detecting system, the twin peaks became more common. Another striking observation is that peak maxima are much closer to the reference time for beams with large initial angle divergence than at anisotropic forward-oriented angle distributions. It is also obvious, on the basis of these calculations, that peak shapes are not very sensitive to the initial properties of the ion cloud, i.e.-energy and angle distributions. However, we can extract empirical rules from Figs. 6 and 7 relating these features qualitatively with peak shapes, as summarized in Table 1 .
Since different ionic species may have different distributions, even in the same plasma, it is also possible to classify the ions simply by inspecting their time-of-flight spectrum.
Further calculations could include more realistic initial distributions of energy and departing angle but, as we have seen, peak shapes are only moderately sensitive to these parameters. On the other hand, it is also clear from the literature that charged particles in laser-induced plasmas exhibit a very broad variety of energy and impulse distributions depending on target material and laser parameters.
SUMMARY
Two steps are necessary to describe a laser ionization mass spectrum. The first is a model of the plasma generated by the laser pulse. This model should produce the time development of density, energy, and impulse distributions of different ions. This is far too complicated a problem even on the phenomenological level applying hydrodynamics. The second step is the mathematical model of the mass spectrometer itself. This model would use the above-mentioned plasma characteristics as input and provide the mass spectrum as output. Our present aim was to establish this second model and to try to find some correlation between the peak shapes and the parameters of artificial initial distributions.
To solve this problem, we introduced the Fourier transformation method to calculate potential distributions in inhomogeneous field regions of the spectrometer. In the case of cylindrical symmetry, this method turned out to be more effective than conventional finite difference or charge-density methods. After determining the potential distributions, charged particle trajectories were traced by direct integration of equations of motion by the Cowell-Numerov method. In order to explore discrimination effects, we investigated the transmission properties of the limiting aperture and an "einzel" lens having geometrical data identical with the LAMMA 500. Transmission of this angle focusing element as a function of lens potential showed a maximum at U/U, = 0.31, in rather good agreement with experimental data. Another set of calculations was carried out to find the dependence of transmission on the axial position of ion formation. It was remarkable that the calculated transmission had a maximum before the target point, unlike the experimental curve. Relative time deviation and residual angle divergence after leaving the inhomogeneous field region at different initial kinetic energies showed that the lens performs best at departing angles smaller than 20".
Having the mathematical model of a laser ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometer with ion reflector at our disposal, it was a great challenge to determine the optimal geometry of the instrument.
We found an optimal geometry for a single-stage ion reflector, which was quite close to that of the LAMMA 500. However, it also turned out that the application of a divided ion reflector would provide more compact design. Optimal geometrical data of this second version were also calculated.
For peak shape calculations, we used artificial model distributions of energy and departing angle. The results of the calculations can be summarized in the following way. Large energy and angle spread show up in highly asymmetric peaks with a pronounced shoulder on the left side. In some cases, especially at higher bandwidths, twin peaks may appear. The other extreme case with low spread in both distributions led to nice, almost symmetric peaks, as was expected. There is only a minor difference between the other two versions we investigated. Large energy spread,with small angle divergence, and vice versa, resulted in equally asymmetric peaks. The only systematic difference was the position of the peak maximum relative to the reference time.
Finally, we should mention that, since there are ion optical elements in the instrument especially for energy and angle focusing, peak shapes are not very sensitive to their initial distributions.
This also means that there is no chance of extracting information about the functional form of these distributions by analysing time-of-flight peak shapes on the original instrument.
